[Assessing language development in children with cochlear implants using the parental questionnaire FRAKIS].
The aim of this study was to examine if the parental questionnaire FRAKIS (German CDI questionnaire on early language development) is a valid instrument for assessing linguistic progress in children with cochlear implants (CI). Descriptive statistics on the course of language acquisition in children with CI will also be presented. Participants were 140 children with CI and language levels were assessed cross-sectionally with the parental questionnaire FRAKIS at 12, 18, 24 and 30 months post-implantation. For a subgroup of 25 children language was assessed longitudinally and additionally by 45 min spontaneous speech samples per data point. Correlational analyses showed high concurrent validity between the questionnaire measures of vocabulary, inflectional morphology, sentence complexity, as well as the subscales of inflectional morphology and the corresponding language measures based on spontaneous speech. Descriptive statistics for the course of language development indicated a wide distribution of children across language levels. The parental questionnaire FRAKIS is a valid instrument for assessing language levels in children with CI. In assessing these children it is recommended that they are compared with values within this population.